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Download the Tutorial

This tutorial illustrates the basic concepts behind Ancestral Author (AA). The files used can be downloaded
at https://www.AncestralSoftworks.com/wp-content/uploads/AAClassic_Tutorial.zip. Save your tutorial to 
the downloads directory, then extract it to a new folder in your  'Documents' directory. The remaining 
portion of this tutorial will assume you have extracted the files to C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial. Of 
course, if you've installed elsewhere, substitute appropriately. It is a good idea to view the PDF file that is 
created by the tutorial session, Genealogy.pdf. This way, you can see what the final result looks like while 
you are stepping through the tutorial.

Plan Your Document

Before running Ancestral Author, decide what kind of document you want, and how it will be organized. 
The steps are as follows: 

1. If you want a title page, decide what the title will be, what the byline should say, and if you want 
to include a coat-of-arms, or other image on the title page. 

2. Create an outline of your document, showing chapters, and sections. 
3. Use the AA Wizard to specify title page, chapters, sections, and descendant reports. 
4. Save the results in a script file. This will be used later when you want to make changes to the 

document. 
5. Generate the PDF file. 
6. Rerun the AA Wizard to make changes. 

The outline (table of contents) for your document corresponds directly to the script that AA will use to 
create the PDF file. For this tutorial, we will use the genealogy of Paul Revere Sullivan, and his wife 
Ursula Beebe (Jones) Sullivan, who resided in Jamestown, Chautauqua Co, NY during the early to mid 
1900s. Both had interesting ancestors who figured prominently in the history of Jamestown and 
Chautauqua County. The document will start with a brief introduction, and will show the the ancestors of 
Paul as well as the ancestors of his wife, Ursula. Of course, it will also show their descendants. Here is the 
title and outline we will use for the tutorial. 

Title: 
Genealogy of Paul Revere Sullivan,

and Ursula Beebe Jones,
of 

Jamestown, Chautauqua Co, NY
Outline:

I. Introduction - Acknowledgements, summary of research, and a picture of Solomon Jones
II. Descent of Paul Revere Sullivan from Michael Sullivan, his father's immigrant ancestor.
III. Descent of Paul Revere Sullivan from Henry Grunder, his mother's immigrant ancestor
IV. Descent of Paul's wife, Ursula, from Solomon Jones, an early Settler of Jamestown, NY
V. Descendants of Paul Revere Sullivan and Ursula Jones
VI. Sources And Endnotes
VII. Name Index
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Step 1: Specify GEDCOM and PDF files 
 
Invoke Ancestral Author, and enter the name of the gedcom, and the name of the PDF file to be created. Do
not worry about any names that might already appear, just overwrite them. For this tutorial, use GEDCOM 
C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\Tutorial.ged, and use PDF file 
C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\Genealogy.pdf. 

Again, ignore any script file that may be displayed. You are essentially creating a new script file, and will 
save it when you're done with the AA wizard. When done with this step, the AA dialog should look as 
shown below (except for the Current Script File). Click NEXT. 
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Step 2: Select Title Page

The basic procedure for creating PDF documents with Ancestral Author is to select the items you want in 
the document, one at a time, in the order that you want them. These items will correspond to the entries in 
the outline developed earlier. The dialog shown below is the screen used to select document items. You 
will visit this screen several times during the course of your session, selecting items to place in the 
document. 

The first item in the document is the title page, which is usually the cover page of the document. Select 
“Title Page” and press NEXT. 
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Step 3: Specify Layout of Title Page

The title of the document: 

Genealogy of Paul Revere Sullivan,
and Ursula Beebe Jones,

of 
Jamestown, Chautauqua Co, NY

is four lines long, so we will need to use the forward slash character “/” to separate the lines. Enter the title 
as follows (on a single line): 

Genealogy of Paul Revere Sullivan,/and Ursula Jones,/of/Jamestown, Chautauqua
Co, NY. 

Overwrite any title that may already be there by selecting it and pressing the backspace key before entering 
the new title. 

Place an image of the O`Sullivan crest on the title page to add visual appeal to the final document. Use the 
BROWSE button to select the jpeg file at C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\sullivancrest.jpg. 

Create a byline for your document, so that readers can plainly see who wrote it. The byline for this 
document will be: 

Compiled by Roderick B. Sullivan, Jr. 
May 2018

Again, use the forward slash character to separate lines: 

Compiled by Roderick B. Sullivan, Jr./May 2018 

It is best to keep the footer short. For the tutorial use “Sullivan Genealogy”. 
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When you are done entering the data above, the screen should look like this. Press NEXT.
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Step 3a: Insert a Table of Contents

We’ll insert a table of contents directly after the title page. Select "Table of Contents" and press Next.
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Step 3b: Specify Options for Table of Contents

The table of contents will include all chapter and section headings, as well as the 'Sources and Endnotes' 
and 'Name Index' chapters. If you'd like the chapter and section headings linked to the page on which they 
appear, check the 'Create Hyperlinks' box. Check 'Use Dots' if you'd like periods to extend from the text 
over to the page number. When you've made your choices, press Next.
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Step 4: Insert Chapter Heading

The next item in the document is the “Introduction” chapter. Create a name for this chapter by selecting 
“Chapter Heading” and pressing NEXT.
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Step 5: Specify Chapter Heading – Introduction

The name of this chapter is “Introduction”, so type “Introduction” in the heading box. Select “Level 1 
Chapter Heading” to make this a top level chapter. If additional subchapters or sections were to be included
under this chapter, then they would be given “Level 2” status. This tutorial only uses “Level 1” headings. 
Press NEXT.
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Step 6: Import a Text File and an Image File

The content of the "Introduction" chapter is stored in a file. Select “Text File and/or Images” to advance to 
the file import screen then  press NEXT. 
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Step 7: Specify Files Containing Introductory Text and Images

The content of the "Introduction" chapter is stored as text in a file. For the tutorial, use a file called 
introduction.txt, which was created by Microsoft Word 2003, and saved as an unformatted text file. At 
present, AA does not support any formatting except paragraph separators, which are identified by blank 
lines. Columns, tables, fonts, etc. are not yet supported. 

Introduction.txt contains a brief overview of how the genealogy was prepared, who contributed 
information, and what sources were used in the preparation. In addition, it says a few things about the 
subjects of the genealogy, and identifies some of the unresolved questions and remaining mysteries.
Use the BROWSE button to select C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\introduction.txt. Then press 
NEXT.

The introduction chapter will also include a picture of Solomon Jones, stored in the file SolomonJones.jpg. 
The text and image files will be imported with the dialog shown below. Use the ADD TEXT FILE button 
to select C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\tutorial.txt. Then use the ADD IMAGE FILE(S) button to 
select the image of Solomon Jones. The dialog will then look like this:

We want to place the image in the upper left corner of the page. To do this, select SolomonJones.jpg in the 
file list, then press the EDIT CAPTION/LOCATION button. You'll see a screen like that shown below:
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Enter a caption - "Solomon Jones, Founder of the Jones Family in Jamestown". Then click the upper left 
location in the 'Page Layout' box. This will place the image on the upper left quadrant of the page. Click 
OK to save the changes. The 'Import Text and Images' dialog will then look like this:

Click NEXT to begin the next chapter.
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Step 8: Select Chapter Heading

The next item in the document is the chapter showing the paternal ancestry of Paul Revere Sullivan. Create 
a chapter heading by selecting "Chapter Heading" and pressing NEXT.
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Step 9: Specify Chapter Heading - Paternal Ancestry of Paul 
Revere Sullivan

The name of this chapter will span two lines: 

Descent of Paul Revere Sullivan from Michael Sullivan,
of Ireland

Type this in the Heading box, using “/” as a line separator. Press NEXT.
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Step 10: Select Descendant Report

We are now ready to extract a descendant report from the GEDCOM, containing the contents of chapter II, 
i.e. the paternal ancestry of Paul Revere Sullivan. Select “Descendant Report” and press NEXT.
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Step 11: Specify Lineal Descent Report for Paternal Ancestry

Here we create a descendant report (in register format) that shows the paternal ancestry of Paul Revere 
Sullivan back to his immigrant ancestor, Michael Sullivan - without showing collateral lines. To do this, 
use the top SELECT button to select Michael Sullivan as the root. Use the bottom SELECT button to select
Paul`s father, Daniel Sullivan, as the “descendant” individual. 

This will create numbered entries in the report for Daniel, his father, his father`s father, and so on back to 
Michael Sullivan. Each numbered entry in the report will show vital information and facts about that 
person, including who they married, and all children produced by each marriage. 

Since we are showing the paternal ancestry of Paul Revere Sullivan, why don`t we specify Paul instead of 
his father as the descendant? The reason is that we don't want Paul to have a numbered entry in this report. 
He will have a numbered entry in a later report, Chapter V, "Descendants of Paul Revere Sullivan and 
Ursula Beebe Jones". To give him a numbered entry in this report would result in duplicate entries for Paul.
It's OK to create duplicate entries if you want, but for this report we avoid it. Remember that Paul will 
appear in this report as a child of his father, Daniel, but will not have his own entry. 

Set the number of generations to 0. This is the final step necessary to prevent Paul and the rest of Daniel`s 
descendants from having numbered entries in the report. Press the OPTIONs button to include notes for 
Daniel and his ancestors; and to enable hyperlinks. Press NEXT. 
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Step 12: Insert Chapter Heading

The next item in the document is the heading for chapter III, which shows the maternal ancestry of Paul 
Revere Sullivan. Create a chapter heading by selecting "Chapter Heading" and pressing NEXT.
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Step 13: Specify Chapter Heading - Maternal Ancestry of Paul 
Revere Sullivan

Chapter III will be called “Descent of Paul Revere Sullivan from Henry D. Grunder, of Germany”. This is 
the maternal ancestry of Paul. Select “Level 1 Chapter Heading” to make this a top level chapter. Press 
NEXT to continue.
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Step 14: Select Descendant Report

The content of Chapter III will be a register report showing the maternal ancestry of Paul Revere Sullivan. 
To generate this, we`ll extract a descendant report from the GEDCOM. Select “Descendant Report” and 
press NEXT.
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Step 15: Specify Lineal Descent Report for Maternal Ancestry

Here we create a lineal descent report (in register format) that shows the maternal ancestry of Paul Revere 
Sullivan back to his immigrant ancestor, Henry Grunder, without showing collateral lines. 

The same strategies apply here as were outlined in Step 11. Use the “root” SELECT button to select Henry 
D. Grunder as the root of the report. Use the “descendant” SELECT button to select Paul Revere Sullivan`s
mother, Mary Elizabeth Grunder, as the endpoint of the lineal descent report. 

Set the number of generations to 0; and use the OPTIONs button to include notes, and enable links. Press 
NEXT to continue.
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Step 16: Insert Chapter Heading

The next item in the document is the heading for chapter IV which shows the paternal ancestry of Paul`s 
wife, Ursula Beebe Jones. Create a chapter heading by selecting "Chapter Heading" and pressing NEXT.
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Step 17: Specify Chapter Heading - Paternal Ancestry of Ursula 
Beebe Jones

Chapter IV will be called “Descent of Ursula Jones from Solomon Jones, of Milford, MA”. Select “Level 1 
Chapter Heading” to make this a top level chapter. Press NEXT to continue.
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Step 18: Select Descendant Report

The contents of chapter IV will show how Paul`s wife descends from Solomon Jones, one of the early 
settlers of Jamestown, NY. Select “Descendant Report” and press NEXT.
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Step 19: Specify Lineal Descent Report for Paternal Ancestry of 
Spouse

Here we create a lineal descent report (in register format) that shows the ancestry of Ursula Beebe Jones 
back to Solomon Jones, who was an influential early settler of Jamestown, NY. 

The same strategies apply here as were outlined in step 11. Use the “root” SELECT button to select 
Solomon Jones as the root of the report. There is more than one Solomon Jones in the GEDCOM. Select 
the one that was born 7 Aug 1775 in Mendon, MA. Use the “descendant” SELECT button to select 
Ursula`s father, Cyrus Emory Jones, as the endpoint of the lineal descent report. Again, there are several 
with this name in the GEDCOM. Select Ursula`s father, the one born in 1863. 

Set the number of generations to 0, include notes, and enable links, then press NEXT. 
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Step 20: Insert Chapter Heading

The next item in the document is the heading for chapter V which shows the descendants of Paul Revere 
Sullivan and Ursula Beebe Jones. Name this chapter by selecting "Chapter Heading" and pressing NEXT.
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Step 21: Specify Chapter Heading - Descendants of Paul Revere 
Sullivan and Ursula Beebe Jones

Chapter V will be called “Descendants of Paul Revere Sullivan and Ursula Beebe Jones”. Select “Level 1 
Chapter Heading” to make this a top level chapter. Press NEXT to continue.
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Step 22: Select Descendant Report

We are now ready to extract a descendant report from the GEDCOM, containing the contents of chapter V -
the descendants of Paul Revere Sullivan. Select “Descendant Report” and press NEXT.
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Step 23: Specify Standard Descendant Report

Finally we create a standard descendant report showing all descendants of Paul Revere Sullivan. This is 
probably the most common type of report. Use the SELECT button to select Paul Revere Sullivan as the 
root of the report. Leave the descendant name and birth date fields blank. Specify the number of 
generations after the root to be 128. Since Paul and Ursula cannot possibly have more than 128 generations 
of descendants, this will force all descendants to be included in the report. Use the OPTIONs button to 
enable hyperlinks and notes.

Leaving the descendant fields blank ensures that AA will create a standard descendant report, and not a 
lineal descent report. To continue, press NEXT. 
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Step 24: Select Sources and Endnotes

The next chapter in the PDF document will list all sources cited in the descendant report. When a birth, 
marriage, death, or burial event cites a source, Ancestral Author will extract the source, assign a unique 
sequence number to it, and print out the sequence number as a superscript after the event. All such 
referenced sources are listed in the Sources and Endnotes section. If no Sources and Endnotes section is 
included, AA will not place superscripts in the document. 

Select “Sources And Endnotes”. Press NEXT to continue. 
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Step 25: Specify Source Annotations

Check the box for “Create popup source annotations”. These annotations look like post-it notes, and are 
placed in the left margin next to each numbered individual in the report. When the reader of the PDF clicks 
on the post-it note, a popup window listing all sources for that individual is displayed. This eliminates the 
need to jump to the end of the document to see a source citation. 

Source annotations are not output to a printer. If the user prints the PDF file, they will not appear on the 
printed pages. Click NEXT to continue.
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Step 26: Select Name Index

The next chapter in the PDF document will be an index of all names that appear in the descendant report(s).
Select “Name Index” and press NEXT.
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Step 27: Create Hyperlinks in the Name Index

The name index will show the pages on which a given person appears. One of these pages will be 
hyperlinked, so that clicking on it will bring the viewer directly to that page. AA chooses which page to 
hyperlink based on the following algorithm. If the person has a numbered entry in the register report, the 
page on which that entry appears will be hyperlinked. If the person does not have a numbered entry, then 
the first page on which they appear will be hyperlinked. 

You can choose a 1 or 2 column name index. A 2 column name index will require fewer pages, and often 
looks better than a single column name index. We'll choose a 2 column name index for this example; but if 
you are using a smaller page size (selectable in the AA Options), or if the names look crowded, you may 
want to choose a single column name index.

Check the “Create Hyperlinks” box to enable index hyperlinks, and press NEXT. 
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Step 28: Select Done

This concludes the specification of the PDF document. Select “Done” and press FINISH. AA will then ask 
if you want to save the information as a “script” file.
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Step 29: Save the Script File for Later Use

It is a good idea to save the script file, probably in the same location that the text, jpeg, pdf, and other files 
associated with this PDF document are saved. For this tutorial, we will name the script file 
C:\Users\Me\Documents\AATutorial\tutorialscript.txt. So, browse to the tutorial directory, type 
"tutorialscript.txt" (without the double quotes), and press SAVE. 

There is really no downside to saving the script; but if you prefer not to, press CANCEL. This cancels the 
file save operation, but not the AA session. 

When you are done with this dialog, AA will proceed to create your PDF file. 
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